What is an “Employer of Choice”?
Examining the Pillars of a First-Class Company Culture
Employers of choice are winning the war for talent. They attract the hires
they want, and retain the top performers they need. They have sustainable,
high-performance cultures that bring out the best in their employees and
stand out amongst their competitors. Becoming an employer of choice
means being regarded as one of the best places to work in your sector—
jobseekers are eager to start working for you and likely to stick with you for
the long haul. Your employment brand is associated with the best qualities
of the corporate world: engagement, integrity, passion, and respect.
In many ways, becoming an employer of choice is the holy grail of cultural
development for any organization: the best you can hope for. But that
doesn’t mean it’s unattainable, or a goal unworthy of investment. Indeed,
taking steps toward becoming an employer of choice can have measurable
benefits in recruiting, retention and succession planning, employee
engagement, brand awareness in your market, and more.
It’s important to note that a company considered an employer of choice by
one employee may not be for another. Everything that defines an employer
of choice stems from culture—and there is no “one size fits all” corporate
culture to pursue. Instead, you must strengthen and develop your unique
culture to attract and engage the best talent for your organization, and
there are steps that any employer can take toward this goal.
The Great Place to Work® Institute studies highly-rated employers and
identifies some of the priorities that are common to employers of choice
regardless of company size or industry: employee engagement and career
development, an open environment for feedback based on honesty and
trust, and the deliberate pursuit of a great culture. The CEO of the institute,
China Gorman, referring to companies that have made Fortune magazine’s
annual list of the 100 Best Companies to Work For, says “We’re talking
about very intentional, peoplecentric culture.”1

These principles can be
summarized in the following
three pillars of a first-class
company culture:
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“We’re talking about very
intentional, people-centric
culture.”
— China Gorman, CEO of The
Great Place to Work Institute

Ultimate Software and other employers of choice have synthesized these elements into the core company cultures
they exhibit today. They can be seen in brand positioning, statements from CEOs and other high-level corporate
figures, customer testimonials, and online employer reviews.
Before we examine each of these pillars and the path to becoming an employer of choice, however, let’s look at some
examples of what can occur if these principles are ignored.

Risks of Failing to Develop Your Corporate Culture
If jobseekers are gravitating toward top-rated employers, it stands to reason that they’re actively avoiding those with
lower ratings, or none at all. 24/7 Wall Street, a popular financial news and opinion website, publishes an annual list
of the Worst Companies to Work For in America based on online employee ratings of companies and CEOs, customer
complaints, and media coverage2. A variety of factors are cited across different industries as contributing to these
rankings, but all stem from a basic lack of cultural focus.
One of the longest-operating electronics retailers in the U.S. sees employees confused by constantly-shifting priorities
and a perceived misallocation of funds at the corporate level. There is an environment of intense pressure on
salespeople, with many employees citing that management “plays favorites” with associates. A major TV provider,
consistently ranked behind its competitors in customer satisfaction ratings, has been perceived as so inconsiderate
both to employees and customers that it was labeled “The Meanest Company in America.” Employees at one of the
nation’s largest department stores gave their CEO an approval rating of only 23%, citing poor treatment of low-level
employees.
In the past, this kind of negative information about employers might not have made it far outside of business
publications and niche industry reports. But times have changed. In July 2013, 24/7 Wall Street’s Worst Companies to
Work For list was picked up by a number of mainstream media outlets for a broader audience. The Huffington Post’s
coverage of the list alone was liked over 6,000 times on Facebook and retweeted almost 500 times in the first few
days of its posting.3
Businesses no longer have the luxury of hoping that the effects of an underdeveloped or problematic culture will
remain localized. Attracting the right talent, fostering a positive market perception, minimizing turnover and
maximizing retention are just a few of the crucial factors that hang in the balance. The ripple effect is almost endless;
as HR branding expert Christopher Van Mossevelde puts it, “If a company is viewed as being an unpopular employer,
it will consequently affect everything else and cause disequilibrium in the corporate ecosystem.”
So what can you do? Let’s take a look at the first pillar of a first-class company culture: facilitating a concerted effort
to transform your employment brand into what you want it to be.
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1 Building Your Employment Brand
Your employment brand matters more today than ever before. What does
this mean? Employment brand is the market’s general perception of your
company as a place to work. It’s what a prospective hire will consider when
looking into your business as a potential employer. This includes everything
from your office environment to organizational hierarchy management
style. The market may consider your employment brand positive or
negative, and this perception has far-reaching consequences.
LinkedIn performed a study of thousands of candidates about potential
employers, asking about the general impressions of an employment brand
and their likelihood to consider a job at that organization. The results are
reflected below.

From this chart, you can see the obvious correlation between having a
strong employment brand and how likely prospective talent is to consider a
job at your organization. In fact, a candidate’s impression of employment
brand (how a company was perceived as a place to work) was twice as
impactful on job consideration as general company brand. The implications
of this correlation go even further for retention and talent development, as
results also indicated employment brand was particularly important to
managerial candidates and younger demographics such as millennials.4
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Employment brand, the
market’s perception of a
company as a place to work,
is twice as important to
jobseekers as general brand
identity.

The first step toward becoming an employer of choice is simply deciding
that employment brand should be a strategic priority for your organization.
Employers of choice don’t earn that distinction by accident. This is the
deliberateness that China Gorman refers to when describing companies
appearing on Fortune’s 100 Best Companies to Work For list. While
employment brand is something that is often ignored even by major
employers, the benefits of a concrete focus on developing your brand as a
great environment for your employees are clear.

Communicating Your Employment Brand
Feeling confident that you’re ready to use your employment brand to your
advantage? Start communicating your brand in everything you do. In 2012,
Ultimate Software integrated several of its long-standing cultural principles into
its market-facing brand identity. The resulting “People First” campaign
rebranded all aspects of product and marketing to emphasize not only the
human element driving the company’s technology, but also the fundamental
prioritization of its own employees.
While it may take a coordinated campaign of this scale to change existing
negative perceptions of your employment brand—or to create and develop
positive ones—the results are worthwhile. Desirable candidates will choose your
organization more often over comparable employers with weaker employment
brands. Managers will spend less overall on recruiting and see stronger, longerlasting hires. You’ll win bids from prospects with similar cultural priorities who
themselves understand the value of treating employees well.

2 Taking Your Own Temperature
Launching your own employment brand campaign is an excellent first step
toward becoming an employer of choice, but no company is likely to get
there without an enormous amount of feedback and iteration. This is where
“taking your own temperature” comes in. Businesses deemed as employers
of choice—regardless of size, industry, or product/service—all share a
common focus on transparency in communication with customers, between
managers and employees, and between corporate executives and the rest
of the organization.
At times, information gathered from honest feedback about your corporate
culture can be uncomfortable to review and analyze. Therefore it’s no
surprise that this step has stymied many organizations on their way to
becoming an employer of choice.

“Out of sight, out of mind”
is a policy that every
employer of choice avoids
at all costs.

All of this only highlights the immense value of incorporating regular “temperature checks” for your organization
into your processes. “Out of sight, out of mind” is a policy that every employer of choice should avoid at all costs.
Here are some active steps you can take to encourage open communication with your organization and get
valuable feedback:


Conduct frequent internal surveys. Survey the entire workforce, at least annually, to have employees
describe their perceptions of their team, their daily work life, and the culture of the organization as a
whole. Ask tough questions, and don’t be afraid of the answers. You can use an online platform such as
SurveyMonkey or Typeform to secure anonymity, and reassure employees they won’t be penalized for
their responses.



Monitor employer reviews. Sites like glassdoor.com are an outlet for unsolicited and honest feedback
from your workforce and provide invaluable insight into your employment brand. Check them often to
understand what your ratings look like and why, and look for common themes across different
departments. Keep in mind that an unhappy employee is about 10 times more likely to post a review than
a satisfied one—but don’t neglect the growing impact of these sites on gauging employment brand.



Keep a close eye on social media. Make sure that someone on staff is staying on top of any mention of
your organization on social media platforms like LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter. You never know what
comments from internal employees may reveal about your company culture. Additionally, general
commentary from prospects, customers, and competitors can provide insight into the market’s perception
of your employment brand.



Seek out employment brand competitions. Fortune’s 100 Best Companies to Work For list is just one
example of many competitions that pit you against other comparable organizations to see how you stack
up as an employer of choice. If you feel you’ve made positive changes to enhance your culture, don’t shy
away from these analyses. Put together an aggressive campaign drawing from your internal survey results
and personal stories to demonstrate how you’ve been able to engage employees, earn their trust, and
make their feedback count. No matter how your organization does, you’ll gain actionable insights on your
employment brand as well as a concrete goal to beat next time around.

You’ll find this emphasis on transparent feedback and iteration in every employer of choice. One online retailer
revered for its corporate culture lists “build open and honest relationships with communication” as one of its ten
core values.5 The company also publicly broadcasts its quarterly all-hands meeting, which offers employees time
to ask questions and interact directly with executives. A renowned web development platform, ranked on the
Crain’s New York Businesses list of the Best Places to Work in New York City, cites “very active feedback loops”
between managers and employees as crucial to its cultural development.6
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3 Making Employees a Top Priority
In crafting a first-class company culture, your employees will be your
evangelists. There’s no getting around it: the people who work for you will
have more impact on your employment brand than your customers, your
shareholders, and your competitors ever could. Employers of choice
universally seek to empower their employees—because, as famed
entrepreneur Richard Branson puts it, “they’re the ones making the magic
happen.”
This means that the welfare, satisfaction, and happiness of your employees
are all near the top of the list of priorities at your organization. A simple
analysis for this policy is to “treat your employees like they’re your best
customers.” This means fostering employee engagement, and the benefits of
this approach can be seen in every aspect of business. Engaged employees
are more productive and efficient. They are more likely to stick with and seek
advancement at their organizations. They look for innovative solutions that
can improve existing processes, rather than simply doing things the way
they’ve always been done. They’ll also communicate your brand’s unique
strengths and cultural values without ever being told to do so. To quote
leadership expert and author Matt Tenney, “When people know we truly
care about them—and not just about what we can get out of them—they
tend to go the extra mile."
Yet even with these obvious and myriad advantages—and despite the push in
recent years to emphasize employee engagement across the board—a recent
study showed that more than 1 in 3 employees worldwide still does not feel
engaged at work7. This means that making it a priority right now will provide a
clear strategic advantage for your organization.
There are an almost limitless number of ways to address this pillar of building
a first-class culture. A straightforward place to start is empowering employees
with access to the information they need to complete most administrative
tasks on their own, without having to contact a manager, HR, or IT for
assistance. Making these resources available at any time, even outside of
business hours and on any device, can reduce a lot of day-to-day frustrations
that can plague any workforce.
Some ways to prioritize employees may confound conventional wisdom.
While many employers believe that salary is the largest motivating factor in
employee satisfaction, research shows a much stronger connection between
benefits packages and employee engagement: employees who are very
satisfied with their benefits are almost four times more likely to be very
satisfied with their jobs.8
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Engaged employees will
communicate your
brand’s unique strengths
and cultural values
without ever being told to
do so.

Additionally, offering an uncommon benefit that your competitors may not can act as a differentiator and drive
loyalty. On the other end of the spectrum, incorporating fun social events like company weekend trips, ice
cream day in the office, or even something as simple as a team happy hour on a randomly-chosen Friday, have
all been shown to foster camaraderie and engagement in employees.
Another pertinent factor to bear in mind is that your employment brand often hinges on how junior employees
are treated at your organization. Many of the “Worst Companies to Work For” on 24/7 Wall Street’s list wound
up there because of perceived lack of value placed on new hires and low-paid employees. Making employees a
top priority means ensuring that these employees are not an afterthought. Ultimate Software’s CEO Scott
Scherr, paraphrasing a quote attributed to Samuel Johnson, states that “the true measure of a company is how
it treats its lowest-paid employee.”

Conclusion
Embracing the three pillars of a first-class company culture and making a coordinated effort to become an
employer of choice is no easy task. Nearly every area of your organization is likely to be affected in developing
your culture to be more deliberate, communicative, and employee-centric.
The Great Place to Work® Institute illustrates the various qualities that emerge in organizations that have taken
the necessary steps below:

No matter where your organization lies on the
path to becoming an employer of choice, it can be
an overwhelming undertaking. The most
important thing to keep in mind is that no step is
too small. Whether it’s beginning an employment
brand campaign, opening a new channel for
honest feedback, or introducing a new policy to
champion your employees, investing in your
corporate culture will always pay off.
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